
EXXASENS, project founded in 2008 by Jordi Ruiz and consolidated as a band since 2011, it could be 
considered an instrumental rock or post-rock band, although style is close to progressive, post-metal and 
even cosmic-rock or shoegaze.

The EXXASENS sound could be defined as a multistage mix, where guitars with long echoes, spatial syn-
thesizers and strong and well-defined rhythmic bases predominate. In it, infuences are recognized ranging 
from Pink Floyd, U2 or The Cure through instrumental bands such as Explosions in the Sky or Mogwai.

Since consolidation as a band in 2011, he has performed numerous concerts, sharing the stage with im-
portant bands within the genre such as Toundra (Spain), Maybeshewill (UK), 65daysofstatic (UK), Tides of 
Nebula (Poland), Sleepmakeswaves (Australia), Alright the Captain (UK), I’m waiting for your last summer 
(Russia) or The best Pessimist (Ukraine).

The powerful live show supported by a brilliant multmedia part that enriches each show even more, has 
allowed it to be part of some of the most prestigious European festivals, Astral Fest (Moscow, St. Peters-
burg), AMFest (Barcelona,   Spain), Dunk! festival (Belgium), Festival Cruïlla (Barcelona), Primavera Sound 
(Barcelona), Bilbao BBK Live (Bilbao), ProgPower (Baarlo NL), Arctangent (Bristol, UK), as well as touring 
Europe and UK on a couple of times.

In November 2019 and after 4 years of inactivity, it is presented with a new proposal called REVOLUTION.



November 2019 is the date chosen to launch its sixth album, 
“REVOLUTION”. It has been 4 years since the publication of 
his latest work, “BACK TO EARTH” being this a turn to the 
origins and a revolution in the incorporation of new elements to 
the proposal.

Recorded, mixed and produced entirely by Jordi Ruiz in the 
EXXA-STUDIOS (Teia), REVOLUTION is a long duration 
of almost an hour of footage with a total of 11 songs where 
we can find 5 entirely sung cuts, partially disassociating 
themselves from the instrumental label and opening the road to 
a new stylistic amalgam

A full-fledged REVOLUTION, in that EXXASENS was always a 
flag bearer of post rock in Spain.

This new album will be self-published after almost 8 years of 
relationship with the Barcelona label Aloud Music. The physical 
publication will be exclusively on vinyl although a digital edition 
with the entirely instrumental album will also be published.

1. 21 Days An A Year

2. A Space Odyssey

3. Massachusetts

4. Vega

5. Bye Bye Moscow

6. Why Not?

7. Revolution

8. Since I Met You

9. Eden’s Place

REVOLUTION (19.11.2019)

Click here   to download this
PRESSKIT

Click here to download
HI QUALITY PICTURES

If you need more info:
booking@exxasens.com

exxasens@gmail.com

or WhatsApp phone:
(+34) 605 90 14 60 (JORDI)

DISCOGRAPHY

Polaris (2007) 
Consouling Sound

Beyond The Universe (2009) 
Consouling Sound

Eleven Miles (2011) 
Aloud Music LTD

Satellites (2013) 
Aloud Music LTD

2007-2014 (2014) 
Ricco Label Jpn

Back To Earth (2015) 
Aloud Music LTD
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